Emmanuel
(Hallowed Manger Ground)
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Acoustic Feel \( \frac{4}{4} \) = 144

WORSHIP LEADER

What hope we hold this star-lit night; a

King is born in Bethlehem, Our journey long we
Seek the light that leads to the hallowed manager.

What fear we felt in the ground.

CHOIR unis.

What fear we felt in the

WORSHIP LEADER sing melody with MEN

Silent age. Four hundred years, can He be found? But
Son of God, here born to bleed, crown of thorns would pierce His brow. And we behold this offering, ex-
alt - ed now, the King of kings, praise

God for the hallowed manger ground,  Em-

man - u - el,  Em - man - u - el,
God incarnate, here to dwell. Em-

manuel, Emmanuél,

praise His name, Emmanuél.